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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with norm denoted by 11 .I1 and scalar product 
by <., .). Let S: g(S) C H -+ H be a linear self-adjoint operator whose domain 
B(S) is a dense subset of H. Then a(S) equipped with the graph norm 
II u II2 = ill 24 II2 + II su l12Y2 
is a Hilbert space which we denote by H, , and S is a continuous mapping of H, 
into f-l. Let F: H, -+ H be a continuous (nonlinear) mapping such that II F(u)/// 
jl u /I2 - 0 as jj u II2 + 0. Then u = 0 satisfies the equation 
Su -F(u) = Au (1.1) 
for all h E R. Let E = {(u, h) E Hz x !R : Su -F(u) = /\u and u # O}. A 
number h, E [w is called a bifurcation point for (1.1) if (0, ha) belongs to the 
closure of E in H2 x R. The set of all bifurcation points for (1.1) is denoted 
by B. 
The main theorem (Theorem 2.1) of [l] g ives conditions on F which imply 
that info(S) is a bifurcation point for (l.l), provided that S is bounded below. 
Here u(S) denotes the spectrum of S and we emphasize that inf a(S) need not 
be an eigenvalue of S. One of the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 of [l] is that F is 
the gradient of a functional 4 which is weakly sequentially continuous. As 
pointed out in [I], (1.1) may have no bifurcation points if 4 is not weakly 
sequentially continuous. Indeed setting 
H = L2(0, co), 
and 
g(S) = {U E H : u” E H and u(O) = 0), 
su zzz -un for u E Q(S), 
F(u) = 1 u p u for u E Z@(S) and cr > 0, 
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the problem (1.1) corresponds to the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem: 
-u”(x) - 1 U(X)I%(X) = Au(x) for x > 0, 
u(0) = 0 and z&U” EL2(0, co). 
In this case the functional 4 is defined by 
W’) 
4(u) = -(u f- 2j om I +41°+2 dx s 
and Theorem 2.1 of [l] requires 4 to be weakly sequentially continuous as a 
mapping from H1 into [w where H1 is the Hilbert space {U E H : u’ E H and 
u(0) = 0} with norm, 1) u [I1 = (11 u /I2 + j/ u’ j/2}1/2. As noted in [I], 4: Hr + Iw 
is not weakly sequentially continuous and, although all the other hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.1 of [l] are satisfied for c E (0, 4), there is no bifurcation. Indeed 
if (u, h) is a solution of (PD), thenf(x) = (l/2) u’(x)~ + [l/(u + 2)] 1 u(x)/~+~ + 
(l/2) XU(X)~ is constant on [0, co). But lim,,, u(x) = lim,,, u’(x) = 0 for 
u E 9(S) and so f(x) = 0 on [0, co). Since f(0) = (l/2) ~‘(0)~ this implies that 
u’(0) = u(0) = 0, and consequently u = 0. Thus E = o and hence B = a. 
On the other hand, there are cases in which I# fails to be weakly sequentially 
continuous and yet info(S) is a bifurcation point. In fact, setting 
H = L2(0, co), 
9(S) = {u E H : u” E H and u’(0) = 0}, 
su = -U”, 
and 
F(u) = 1 u p u for u E 9(S) and u > 0, 
the problem (1.1) now corresponds to the Neumann eigenvalue problem: 
-u”(x) - 1 u(x)pu(x) = Au(x) for x > 0, 
24, d EP(0, co). 
U’N) 
u’(0) = 0 and 
This problem has recently been discussed by Ktipper and Reimer [2] who 
prove that 
B = (0) if O<o<4 
=!.Z if cr > 4. 
Again, for 0 E (0, 4), all of the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 of [l] are satisfied 
except that 
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is not weakly sequentially continuous from HI into [w where in the present 
context HI is the Hilbert space {ZJ E H : u’ E H} with norm 11 u Ill = (11 u /I2 + 
11 u’ /j2}1/2. Thus Kiipper and Reimer’s result shows that in this case the con- 
clusion of Theorem 2.1 of [l] holds true even although $ is not weakly sequen- 
tially continuous. 
In this paper we try to expose the difference between (PD) and (PN) from the 
general Hilbert space point of view adopted in [l]. In particular, we derive 
Ktipper and Reimer’s result as a special case of a general theorem (Theorem 2.2) 
established in the abstract Hilbert space setting. Whereas Ktipper and Reimer’s 
method depends heavily on the autonomous nature of the equation, we can 
(and do) treat nonautonomous problems just as easily. This is done Section 3 
where we treat nonautonomous equations of the form 
-u”(x) - r(x) I u(x)[o u(x) = Au(x) for x > 0, u4 
where r is a bounded nonnegative function and u is a positive constant. Since 
our results depend only upon inequalities, it is clear that they apply equally 
well to equations of the form 
-u”(x) - r(x)f(u(x)) u(x) = Au(x) for x > 0, (1.3) 
where f: [0, co) + [w is a continuous function such that 
limf4=A >O 
x+0+ .P 
for some u > 0. 
In fact (1.4) implies that there exist 6 > 0 and a continuous function 
fi [0, CEI) -+ Iw such that 
(42) I s ID <f(s) < 24 I s I” for all s 3 0 
and 
P(s) = f(S) for 0 < s < 6. 
Let j(s) = j( I s 1) for s E [w. Then our results apply to the problem 
-u”(x) - r(x)f(u(x)) u(x) = Au(x) for x > 0. (1.5) 
However, since the solutions are obtained as minimizers of (l/2) II u’ /I2 - 
som +4 WXN d x where P(s) = j: f^(t)t dt, we can assume (by replacing 
u by I u 1) that u > 0. Hence they are also solutions of 
-u”(x) - r(x)f(u(x)) u(x) = Au(x) for x > 0. (1.6) 
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But, as far as bifurcation is concerned, we consider only solutions of (1.3) which 
have small norm in HI . Now, if I/ u /I1 is small enough, then 1 u(x)] < 6 for all 
x 3 0 and so (1.3) and (1.6) are identical for such functions. Thus bifurcation 
for (1.6) implies bifurcation for (1.3) and vice versa. 
2. THE HILBERT SPACE THEORY 
Throughout this section we shall assume that 
(HO) S: 9(S) C H-t H is a self-adjoint operator which is bounded 
below. 
By adding a constant times the identity to both sides of (1.1) we can assume 
without loss of generality that 
<su, u> z 0 for all u E 9(S). 
Let T: B(T) C H + H be a closed densely defined linear operator such that 
S = T*T. (For example, we could take T = Slja, but this is not always the 
most convenient or natural choice.) Then S@(T) equipped with the graph norm, 
II u Ill = {II u II2 + II Tu l12Y2, 
is a Hilbert space which we denote by H, . It is easy to see that Hz C HI C H 
and that the embeddings are continuous. 
We assume that the mapping F is a gradient in the following sense. 
(Hl) F: HI + H is continuous and there exists a continuously FrCchet 
differentiable function +: HI --f 5% such that 4(O) = 0 and I$‘(u)u = (F(u), u} 
for all u, v E HI . 
(H2) ForalluEHrandt > 1, 
and 
Recalling that 4(u) = J-i (F(m), u) d s, we see that (H2) is satisfied provided 
that, for some (T > I, 
F(m) = s”F(u) > 0 for all u E HI and s 3 0. 
(H3) There exist constants K > 0, 01 E [0, 2) and p > 0 such that 
01 + /3 > 2 and I(F(u), u>\ < K II Tu /I~ /I u lia for all u E HI . 
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As noted in [l], (H3) implies that F(0) = 0 and, if F: HI + H is continuously 
differentiable, that F’(0) = 0. For c > 0, we set S(c) = (u E Hl : 11 u jl = cl, 
and note that S(c) is an unbounded subset of Hl unless S is a bounded operator 
from H into H. Let I& Hl -+ IR be the functional defined by 
VW = V/2) II Tu 11’ - $64 for UEH~. 
We say that 4: Hl + R is weakly sequentially continuous if $(un) ---f+(u) 
whenever u, - u weakly in Hl . 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the hypotheses (HO) to (H3) be satisfied and suppose that 
4: Hl 4 Iw is weakly sequentially continuous. If, for some c > 0, 
(H4)e inf{#(u): u 6 S(c)} < 0, 
then there exists u, E S(c) n 9(S) such that 
#(uJ = min{#(u): u E S(c)}. 
Furthermore, Su, - F(z+) = h,u, where 
_K2/(2-ar)c2(atE-2)l(21) < A, ,< L& min{#(u): u E S(c)) 
and 
jl Tu, 11 < &7/(2-4@/(2-~). 
Here K, 01, and j3 are the constants appearing in (H3). 
Remarks. (1) This is just a restatement of Theorem 2.1 of [l]. Clearly, if 
if there exists c0 > 0 such that (H4)e holds for all c E (0, c,,), then 0 E B. 
(2) If 4 is not weakly sequentially continuous the conclusion may not 
hold. Actually, inspecting the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [l], we see that the weak 
lower semicontinuity of -4 is enough, but this observation has not proved 
useful so far. In particular, if we consider the problem (PD), we see that it is of 
the above type provided that we set H = L2(0, co), 
52(T) = (u E H : u’ E H and u(O) = 0}, 
Tu = u’ and F(u) = 1 u. I0 u. 
Then $(u) = (l/(0 + 2)) sc 1 u(x)/~+~ dx and we find that (HO)-(H3) are satisfied 
provided that 0 < (T < 4. Furthermore, as in [I] it is easily to check that 
(H4)e holds for all c > 0, provided that 0 < (T < 4. However, as noted in the 
Introduction, E = B and so the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 does not hold for 
(PD). Of course, $: lyI + R is not weakly sequentially continuous. In fact, 
4: Hl -+ R is weakly lower semicontinuous but -q5 is not. 
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Our aim in this section is to give additional hypotheses on T and F which 
will ensure that 0 E B, without requiring that $ be weakly sequentially continuous. 
Since these hypotheses must distinguish between (PD) and (PN), they are 
naturally quite restrictive. Our idea is to suppose that the problem (1 .l) can be 
approximated in a suitable way by problems for which 4 is weakly sequentially 
continuous. 
We begin with an extra assumption about the linear operator S. 
(H5) The map u M (u, Tu) is weakly sequentially continuous 
on HI and, for all u E 9(S) = 9(T*T), (u, Tu) 3 0 and 
(T*Tu, Tu) > 0. 
Note that if T = S1j2, these inequalities automatically hold, but u H (u, S1i2u) 
is not, in general, weakly continuous. The remaining hypotheses concern a 
sequence of approximations. For n E N, let Fn: HI -+ H be a gradient in the sense 
of (Hl) with potential $n: HI -+ R such that &(O) = 0. 
(H6) FJu,) -F(u) weakly in H whenever u, - u weakly in 
HI and C*(u) -+ 4(u) for all u E HI , as n -+ co. 
(H7) There exist positive constants 6, M and y such that 
@‘n(u), Tu) < M Ku, Wll+r forall UEH~ with jlull,<S. 
We set I&(U) = (l/2) jl Tu /I2 - C&(U) for u E HI . 
(H8) For c > 0, there exists N(c) E RI such that 
inf{#,(u) : u E S(c)} < inf{&(u) : u E S(c) and (u, Tu) = 0) 
for all n >, N(c). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let S and F satisfy the hypotheses (HO) to (H3) and (H5). 
Suppose that there exists c,, > 0 such that (H4), hoZds for uZZ c E (0, c,,). Let {Fn} 
be a sequence of mappings satisfying hypotheses (Hl)-(H3) and (H6)-(HS). 
We assume that the constunts in (H3) and (H7) do not depend upon n E N. 
Suppose that, for all n E N, &: H, - R is weakly sequentially continuous. Then 
OEB. 
Proof. Let c E (0, ca). We begin by showing that there exists N(c) E RJ such 
that Ij;, satisfies (H4)C for all n > N(c). Since F satisfies (H4)C, there exists 
w E S(c) such that 4(w) < 0. Now &(w) --+ 4(w) as n + co by (H6) and so 
there exists N(c) E N such that &(w) < (l/2) 4(w) < 0 for all n > N(c). Thus 
for n > N(c), T and F, satisfy all of the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 and so 
there exists uCn E S(c) n 9(S) such that 
#Jut”) = min{#,(u): u E S(c)] 
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and 
where 
Su,” -F&“) = hcnuc~ 
-K2~(2-~)c2(a+6-2)~(2-a) < hen < -$- min{&(u): 24 E S(c)} 
< -&- inf{#(u): u E S(c)}. 
Furthermore, 11 Tu,” 11 ,< Ii?~(2-orW(z-rr). By passing to a subsequence, we may 
suppose that 
A,% -+ hoa, 
u,n - ucm weakly in H, 
and 
Tu,” - v weakly in H. 
But this means that (uCn, Tucn) - (uCm, u) weakly in H x H. Now T is closed 
and so its graph, G(T), is a closed subset of H x H. Since G(T) is convex, it is 
also weakly closed. Thus we see that (uCm, v) E G(T). Hence uCm E 9J( T) and 
Tu, = v. In particular, this implies that uCn - uCm weakly in HI and so, by 
(H6), we have that F,(ucn) - F(u,“) weakly in H. 
Now 
<Tucn, TV) - (F&c’% v> = hn(uon, v>, Vv E HI = S’(T) 
and so 
( TU,“, TV) - <F(u,~), v> =bm<ucm, v>, Vv E 9(T). 
This implies that Tucm E 9( T*) and that T* Tu,” = F(uca) + hcmuc4). 
Thus 
Kc0 E =w), 
Su,” - F(ucm) = Acmucm, 
_K2/(2-a)C2(atB-2)/(2-~) < A,” < -Jj- inf(#(u): u E S(c)), 
and 
I/ Tucm /I < K1/(2-4@K-a), 
In particular, j/ uom II1 -+ 0 as c + 0 and so /I F(ucm)il -+ 0 as c + 0, by (Hl). 
This proves that /I Sucm [I -+ 0, and consequently that II uCm /I2 + 0, as c -+ 0. 
To prove that 0 E B it is now suciffient to prove that uom # 0. 
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Now 
(T*Tu,“, Tuon) - (F&“), Tu,“> = Xcn<ucn, Tucn) 
and so 
hn<%*, Tucn> > -<F&c’% Tu,“) by (H5) 
> -M(ucn, Tucn)l+y, by (H5) and (H7). 
But (u,lz, Tu,“) # 0, by (H8), and so Xcm > -M(ucn, Tucn)y, by (H5). Now, 
if u m = 0, it follows from (H5) that limn+m(ucn, Tu,“) = 0 and so A,- > 0. 
Thi”s contradicts the fact that 
A,” < -& inf(#(u): u E S(c)} 
and consequently we may assert that uCm # 0. 
3. THE NEUMANN PROBLEM 
In this section we use Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to discuss bifurcation for the 
Neumann problem: 
-u”(x) - r(x) 1 u(x)pu(x) = Au(x) for x > 0, 
u’(x) = 0 and u E P(O, co). 
(3.1) 
We suppose that o > 0 and that r: (0, co) -+ R is a bounded, nonnegative 
measurable function. Let 0 < r(x) < R for x > 0. To cast (3.1) in the setting 
of Section 2, we set 
H = P(O, co), 
B(T)={uEH:u’EH}, 
Tu = -u’ for u E 3(T) 
and 
F(u) = r / u lo u for u E 9(T). 
Then I/ u jlr = (11 u II2 + 11 u’ 112)1/2 where II u II = (Jr u(x)” dx}li2 is the norm of 
P(O, oo). Furthermore, 9(T*) = {u E H : u’ E H and u(0) = 0} and T*u = u’ 
for u E 9(T*). Thus (3.1) is equivalent to 
T*Tu -F(u) = Au, u E B(T*T) 
which is of the form discussed in Section 2. 
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LEMMA 3.1. The mapping F: HI -+ H is continuous and bounded. Furthermore 
4: H, --f IL! is continuollsly d$%entiable and $‘(u)v = (F(u), v) for all u, v E HI . 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5 of [S, Sect. 51, F maps L2(1+0)(0, 0~)) continuously 
and boundedly into L2(0, a). But HI is continuously embedded in L2(l+~)(0, CO) 
since 
s 
m 
0 
/ u(x)j2(l+~) dx < rn<; / u(x)12~ j”- / u(x)/” dx 
0 
G P II f.4. II II 24’ Ill” I/ 24 112* 
Hence F maps HI continuously and boundedly into H. Now 
I +(u + v> - 404 - VW, u>l 
= / La +4 ([ I 44 + W4l’W~) + 44) dt - I WWd) ~(4 dx 1 
< II u II j’ II F(u + tv> - Wll dt. 
0 
But by the first part of the Lemma 3.1, F: HI -+ H is continuous and so given 
E > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that II F(u + z) - F(u)// < E whenever I/ z j/r < 8. 
Hence 4 is differentiable at u and $‘(u)v = (F(u), v). 
LEMMA 3.2. If Y(X) -+ 0 as x -+ co, then 4: HI -+ R is weakly sequentially 
continuous. 
Proof. Let u, - u weakly in HI . Then there exists C > 0 such that 
II u?l II2 + II 4 II2 < c2 forall nEN(. 
Choose E < 0. Then there exists x > 0 such that 0 ,( r(x) < E for all x > z 
and so 
s 
m Y(X) 1 u,(x)~~+~ dx < 42 11 u, 11 Ij u; ll]“‘2 Jrn u,(x)~ dx < E~~‘~C~+~. 
z z 
Hence 
j Jb; y(x) I u,(x)/“+~ dx - JO’ r(x) I u(x)lo+2 dx 1 
+ (u ; 2j f am +> I ~n(+‘+2 dx 
+ (o ; 2l Lm W I 4W+2 dx 
< (e ; 2) 1 Jo2 r(x){/ u~(x)~~+~ - 1 u(x)~~+~} dx / + E~~‘~+V?+~. 
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Now u,(x) + u(x) uniformly on [0, z] and so lim supnem [ $(u,) - d(u)\ f 
,20/2+10+? Hence $(u,J -+ $(u) as n + co. 
LEMMA 3.3. (a) For u E Hl , 
I@(u), +I d 201~R II u’ 11°/2 II u 1/2+0/2. 
(b) If Y E Lp(O, 00) for some p E [I, co), then 
l(F(u), u)l < RD20/2+1/p /) u’ I1°12+ljP 11 u lj2+0/2-11p, 
where R, is the norm of r in Lp(O, co). 
Proof. (a) For u E H, , 
(b) For UEH,, 
where l/p + l/q = 1 
< R&-a; 1 u(x)~]~+~(~-~‘*) doom I u(x>I” q* 
< R,[2 (I u II !( u’ \1]0’2+1’2, II u 112’* 
= R,20/2+1/’ 11 u’ lp12+1/P I/ u f&-d-l/P. 
THEOREM 3.4. (a) If jr Y(X) dx > 0 and T(X) --f 0 as x --+ co, then 0 E B 
for 0 < 0 < 2. We allow JT T(x) dx = co.) 
(b) If there exists t E (0, 1) such that inf+,(l + x)* T(X) > 0 and r(x) -+ 0 
asx+cqthenOEBforO<a<4-2t. 
Proof. (a) We shah use Theorem 2.1. Let u E (0, 2). The preceding lemmas 
show that the problem (3.1) satisfies conditions (HO)-(H3), introduced in 
section 2. We shall show that (H4)C holds for all c > 0. 
Fix c > 0 and set wJx> = c(201)l12 e-ax for x > 0 and 01 > 0. Then w, E Hl 
and 11 w, [I = c for all 01 > 0. Now 
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and 
I 
co z 
0 I 
z 
r(X)e-(0+2)ez dx > e-k7+2bz Y(X) dx 
0 
Y(X) dx > ; 
s 0 
provided that za? < h z In 2/(a + 2). Choosing z > 0 such that li r(x) dx = 
I > 0, we have that 
#(w,) < ;,2,2 _ (2a)1+u'2cu+21 
2(u + 2) 
for 0<01<:. 
Since 1 + U/Z < 2, it follows that #(wJ < 0 f or all sufficiently small values 
of cy. 
(b) Let u E (0, 4 - 2t). Th e conclusion again follows from Theorem 2.1, 
once we check that (H4)c holds for all c > 0. 
Fix c > 0 and let w, be the family of functions used in part (a). 
Now 
s 
m 
0 
y(x) e-(u+2)~~ dx > A om (1 + x)-t e-(~+2)~~ dx 
I 
where A = inf,>,(l + x)” r(x) and t E (0, 1). Hence 
r 
% 
‘0 
Y(X) e-(o+2)az dx > A lE (1 + x)-t e-(o+2)as dx 
s 
(2x)-te-(o+2)"" dx = k!$? jmY-t e-b+2)a, dr 
4 
where 
Thus 
I = $ jw Y-t e-(o+2)~ dr. 
1 
provided that 0 < (Y < 1. Since a/2 + t < 2, it follows that #(wJ < 0 for 
all sufficiently small values of 0~. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let r be nonincreasing on (0, oo) and lim,,, r(x) > 0. Then 
0 E B provided that CT E (0, 4). 
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Proof. Let u E (0, 4). As in Theorem 3.4, conditions (HO)-(H3) are fulfilled 
and, as we shall see below, (H4)o is satisfied for all c > 0. However +: HI + II% 
is not weakly sequentially continuous since lim,,, r(x) > 0 and so Theorem 2.1 
does not apply. We shall verify the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. 
First of all we note that, for u E HI = 9(T), 
(~7 Tu> = - fm u(x) u’(x) dx = &(0)2 > 0 
‘0 
and, for 21 E 9( T*), 
(v, T*u) = 0. 
This shows that T satisfies condition (H5). 
FornEN,let 
r,(x) = e) if O<xfn 
=o if x > n, 
and set F,(U) = Y, 1 u I(5 u. 
Then, by the lemmas, we see that for all n E N, F, satisfies conditions (Hl)- 
(H3) and that the constants in (H3) are the same as those for F. 
To check (H6), let u, - u weakly in HI and let v E H. We must prove that 
(F,(u,),v)+(F(u),u) as n-co, and that $n(~)= ~/(u+~)~~Y(x)( u(x)j”+2dx+ 
+(u). Now 
II F&,)l12 = Jow ~,(xY I QW+1)2 dx 
G R2P II % II II UL !I” II Us Ii2 
and so (11 Fn(u,)li} is bounded since {un} is bounded in HI . Consequently it is 
enough to prove that (Fn(u,) - F( u ), z, -+ 0 as n --+ cc for all v in some dense ) 
subset of H. Let us suppose that u(x) = 0 for all x > z. Then (FJu,), v> = 
ji r(x) j u,(x)la u,(x) v(x) dx for all n > z and, since u,(x) --f u(x) uniformly on 
[0, z], (Fm(un), V) -+ s:r(x) I u(x)IU U(X) v(x) dx = (F(u), v) as n -+ cc. Further- 
more, sz r(x) 1 u(x)/o+~ dx -+ sr r(x) 1 u(x)l~+~ dx as n + co since HI C 
LBf2(0, co) and r is bounded. This proves that condition (H6) is fulfilled. 
Turning to (H7), we extend r to all of R by setting r(x) = r(0) for all x < 0. 
Then, for E > 0, we set YJX) = szmjE(x - y) r(y) dy and j<: R -+ II% is an 
infinitely differentiable, even, nonnegative function such that J_“, j,(x) dx = 1 
andj,(x)=Oiflxj 3~. 
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Then Y,(X) -r,(z) = sTp jE(y)[r(x - y) - Y(Z - y)] a’y > 0 if x < x since r 
is nonincreasing. Thus Y, is also nonincreasing. But Y, is infinitely differentiable 
and re -+ I inLJ(0, x) for all z > 0, as E -+ 0. 
Now, for u E HI , 
Vn(u)> Tu) 
= -Jn T(X) [ u(x)lw(x) u’(x) dx 
0 
= -l$i j-n Y,(X) I u(x)I”u(x) u’(x) dx since 1 u 1°u21’ EL2(0, n) 
0 
u(x)~~+~]’ dx
1 = -limp 
&Ql (u + 2) 1 
r,(n) 1 u(tz)l”+2 - r,(O) 1 u(0)/“+2 - 
s 
n r:(x) 1 u(x)]~+~ dx] 
0 
< I U(“)10+2 lim r (0) 
(a + 2) HO E 
since r: < 0 
< r(O) I .(0)l"+2 _ r(O)P<u, Tu)]~+~'~ . 
(c+2) - (0 + 2) 
Thus condition (H7) is satisfied with constants which do not depend upon n E N. 
To verify (H8), we begin showing that Theorem 2.1 can be applied to the 
problem 
TT*u -F,(u) = Au. (3.2) 
Note this problem is of the type (1.1) since (T*)* = T. Indeed it corresponds 
to the Dirichlet problem: 
-u”(x) - Ye 1 u(x)i” u(x) = Au(x), 
u(0) = 0 and u E H. 
In verifying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 for (3.2) we note that H,is {u E H: 
U’ E I-1 and u(O) = O> with the norm /I u /jr = {II u II2 + 11 U’ Ij2jJj2. Thus we see 
that the lemmas establish that conditions (HO) to (H3) hold for problem (3.2). 
Furthermore $n is weakly sequentially continuous. Hence we need only verify 
that, given c > 0, there exists N(c) E N such that inf{&(u) : 11 u 11 = c and 
u E 9(T*)} < 0 for all n > N(c), where Q&(X) = (l/2) II T*u /I2 - +Ju). 
Fix c > 0 and set we(x) = 2c01~/~xe- ““forx > Oandcr > O.Thenw,E9(T*) 
and 11 w, 11 = c for all a: > 0. Furthermore, 
i&(w,) =: ; (1 w; /~2 - (~ 1 2) Jrn r,(x) 1 w,(x)/~+~ dx 
= _ &2 _ ““.;‘?~;;“‘2’ j-” y(x) X~+2 e-(o+2)az dx 1 
2 cl 0 
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I 
n 
Y(X) XQ+~ e-(“+2)ax dx > L 
0 s 
12 
xo+2 e-b+2)ax dx 
7 
0 
= a-(o+s)L ,++‘&I dy > (y4o+3)~ 
where L = lim rm-l Y(X) > 0 provided that OLFZ > 1, where I = L ~~y0+2e--(0+2)Y dy. 
Hence 
provided that oln > 1. Since ~~12 < 2, there exists a0 = (Ye > 0 such that 
1 
?J ao2c2 - 
(2c)“+%Y.;‘2 ( o 
(0. + 2) 
and so &(w~,> < 0 provided that n > olo(c)-l. Let N(c) = LX~(C)-~. Then, by 
Theorem 2.1, for all 12 > N(c) there exists vCn E{U E 9(T*) : 11 u I/ = c} n 
g(TT*) such that #lz(vcn) = min(&(u) : u E 9(T*) and 11 u 11 = c}, and 
TT*v,” - Fn(vi,“) = pL,“vcn. 
In particular, -v:“(x) - r,(x) 1 v~“(x)\~ vC”(x) = Pi%,” and ~~“(0) = 0. 
Now 
C~~~(T*):I[uil=c}={ff~~(T):[Iujl=c and (u,Tu)=O)CS(c) 
and so if (H8) were false we should have 
&(vo”) = min{#,(u) : u E S(c)} 
and consequently 
v,” E B(T*T) 
and 
T*Tv,” - F,&“) = ycnvcn. 
Thus -V:“(X) - m(x) 1 vC”(x)IU vT),“(x) = ycnvc”(x) and v:‘(O) = 0. Hence 
YC n = po” and 
-v;“(x) - YJX) 1 VG”(X)I”V,“(X) = ycRv,n(X) for x > 0, 
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and 
v,“(O) = v;‘(o) = 0. 
By the uniqueness of the solution of this initial value problem, we conclude 
that V,“(X) = 0, contradicting the fact that #n(~Cn) < 0. 
This proves that condition (H8) is fulfilled. Since r,(x) -+ 0 as x --f co, 
& is weakly sequentially continuous. 
We shall now prove that T and F satisfy (H4)C for all c > 0. 
Fix c > 0 and let w,~ be as defined above. Now #(wIy,) < #n(~,J for all n E N 
and we0 E S(c). Since $,(wJ < 0 for n 2 N(c), this proves that #(w,~) < 0 
and so the condition (H4), is fulfilled for all c > 0. 
Thus we see that all of the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 hold. This proves that 
0 E B. 
Remark 1. In verifying condition (H8) in the above proof we have shown that, 
for all c > 0, the Dirichlet problem 
-d(x) - r,(x) I zI(x)I” V(X) = p(x), 
a(O) = 0, v EL~(O, cc) and 1) z, 11 = c 
has a solution (vCn, pC “) for all n > N(c). It is important to realize that this does 
not imply that there is bifurcation for a fixed value of 71. Indeed, if we fix n, 
then there exists c(n) > 0 such that 
inf($Ju) : u E 9(T*) and /I u I/ = c> > 0 
for all c E (0, c(n)) and so, for this value of n, (H4)C does not hold for the Dirichlet 
problem with c E (0, c(n)). This agrees with our general results for the Dirichlet 
problem [3] which assert that the problem 
-d(x) - r(x) I v(x)l” i?(X) = p(x), 
v(0) = 0 and 0 EL2(0, Go) 
has no bifurcation if lim,,, x~~(x) = 0. If r decays more slowly as x ---f 00 and 
(T is sufficiently small, there is bifurcation for the Dirichlet problem. The 
precise results are given in [2, 31. Let us verify our assertion that 
inf{&(u) : u E g(T*) and /j u /I = c} 3 0 
for all sufficiently small values of c > 0. We fix n E N and u E (0, 4). Suppose 
that w E 9(T*) and that &(w) < 0. 
Then 
0 > VWJ> = ; II w’ II2 - cg ; 2j IOn +) I 441”+2 dx 
3 ; II w’ II2 - (u T 2j P II w II Ii II w’ liY2 11 wil2 
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and so 
Thus 
Now 
/I w’ 1) < A /I w /1(41-0)‘(4-@. 
s 
n 
0 
which implies that 
u(x)” dx for all u E a(T*), 
w(x)” dx - (c : 2j 
s 
,” ~(4 I wW‘+~ dx 
We dx - (o f 2j P II w II II w’ l11”‘2 jon 4~)~ dx 
1 > 2 2 ’ _ T;;“‘;;” // w !fl+(4+oM4-db/2 
IO 
Hence 
1 i7 2 -- 
( 1 2 2n 
< R(247’2 
(o + 2) II w /14a’(4-o) 
since z,bn(x) < 0. This implies that 1; w 11 > c(n) > 0. 
I 
R = iol 
I l i 
FIG. I. The Neumann problem. 
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FIG. 2. The Dirichlet problem, 
Remark 2. If r is continuously differentiable and lim,,, XT’(X) = 0, the 
arguments in [I] show easily that B C {0} for all (T > 0 and that B = EI if (T > 4. 
If we suppose in addition that for some t > 0, 
0 < A < (1 + x)” Y(X) < B for all x > 0 
then our results are summarized in Fig. 1. 
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